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From Photo Paper to Canvas...
HOW TO CHOOSE  Just Got Easier!

Locations

About Sihl Digital Imaging

Sihl is a leading manufacturer of digital print media 
for display graphics, photo and art reproduction, 
point-of-sale advertising, CAD, office and at-home 
printing.

Sihl’s  expansive portfolio of digital imaging media 
includes: photo papers,   100% recycled, pressure 
sensitive block-out and presentation matte papers, 
clear, white and backlit films, semi rigid film for 
pop-up and roll-up displays, canvas, scrim banner, 
pressure sensitive vinyl, adhesive backed papers and 
films, and fabrics transfer papers.  

Our coating Know-How dates back more than 100 
years, with constant advancements keeping our 
knowledge refreshed. Sihl is a manufactoring group 
with sites in the USA, Germany, and Switzerland. A 
group linked by coating films, papers, and specialty 
substrates as our source of value addition.

How to Buy Sihl Products
For Sihl Digital Imaging product information
 Call: 1-800-366-7393 
 Web: www.Sihlinc.com 
Where you can find more product information and 
an authorized Sihl reseller near you. 

Sihl Inc.
Rhode Island, USA

Sihl GmbH Production Site
Duren, Germany

Sihl AG Production Site
Bern, Switzerland



Photo Media
3145 Glamour™ S Photo Board Satin 12mil 
3686 TriSolv™ PrimeArt Paper 8mil

3699 TriSolv™ PhotoArt Gloss 9mil 

Imaging Papers
3357 Pacifica II Photo Paper 180 Matte 7mil

3686 TriSolv™ PrimeArt Paper Semi-Gloss 8mil

3689 TriSolv™ PostArt Paper Satin 6mil

3687 TriSolv™ PostArt Paper Blueback Satin 6mil

3683 TriSolv™ PrimeArt Paper Blueback PSA Semi-Gloss 9mil

Artistic Specialties
3609 Picasso™ Canvas Satin 17mil

3134 Presto™ SG Canvas Semi-Gloss 17mil

3137 Bravo II Canvas Matte 18mil

Backlit Film
3567 Aurolux Backlit Film Gloss 9mil

3549 Optilux™ Backlit Film Matte 8mil

3649 Optilux™ Backlit Film Matte 6mil

POS Media
3208 QuickSTICK™ AQ Adhesive Backed Fabric Matte 12mil

3550 ClearSOL™ Clear WetCling Film Gloss 5mil

3529 SyntiSol™ PolyPro Film w/ EasyTack Satin 12mil

3516 PolySOL™ Pop-Up Film Satin 12mil

3683 TriSolv™ PrimeArt Paper Blueback PSA Semi-Gloss 9mil

3515 PolySOL™ Roll-Up Film Satin 7mil

3392 SyntiSol™ PolyPro GrayBack Satin 7mil

3629 SyntiSol™ PolyPro Outdoor Film Satin 7mil

3508 DuraSol™ Heavy Display Film Satin 17mil

3608 DuraSol™ Medium Display Film Satin 12mil

3408 DuraSol™ Light Display Film Satin 9mil
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Everyday Posters

TriSolv™ Photo Art
This new addition to the Sihl lineup delivers      
incredible color with no gloss differential and 
is curl free. Can be used outdoors with no   
lamination for short term graphics.

Choosing the right photo paper can be as simple 
as it can be complicated. Keep it simple, start with 
the application and the key requirements and 
work  backwards!

Will there be bright lights that create glare? Start 
with a satin or pearl finish to reduce glare without  
sacrificing color or pop. This finish also helps hide 
fingerprints!

Are you looking for a Semi-rigid for direct print? 
Glamour is the answer. For a true photopaper feel  
Trisolv PhotoArt is what you need. 

Unlock your potential for greater profits by   
selecting the right photopaper for the right   
application.

Choose the Right Photo Media

Photo Media --Solvent Inkjet Products--

SolLtx

3699 TriSolv™ PhotoArt
Gloss / 9 milUV

FSC Certified
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3145 Glamour - Semi-rigid photo paper that is flexible enough to roll, but stiff enough to stand or hang 
without mouting. Applications include:

• Packaging  • Free Standing advertisements  • Wobblers • Signs

Glamour™ Board
Roll to roll printing directly onto board. Glamour 
board is a 12 pt sheet with a photo finish; ideal 
to deliever elegant and vibrant prints.

LtxSol 3145 Glamour™ S Photo Board
Satin / 12 mil

UV

Semi-Gloss / 8 mil 
3686 TriSolv™ PrimeArt Paper

UV SolLtx

FSC Certified



To create stunning murals, the soft texture of a textile is ideal. 
The repositionable adhesive allows the graphic to be applied, 
removed, and reapplied with ease. The bright coating is scratch 
resistant and durabile. PVC free construction.

Matte / 6 mil base & 6 mil liner / Repositionable Adhesive
3208 QuickStick™ Adhesive Backed Fabric

Adhesive backed Textile

POS Media --Solvent Inkjet Products--

Sticking it Right

Wall Graphics

          Graphics on walls

Always test the surface when 
applying adhesive graphics.

• Some paints have low surface 
energy which makes them easy to 
clean but tough to stick  
graphics to. 

• Some walls have textures that are 
too rough and don’t allow  
adhesives to form good contact. 

Choosing the right PSA solution is driven by two main 
factors: the mounting surface and how long the graphic is 
expected to be there.

For longer lasting graphics or prints that are going outside, 
pick a permanant adhesive that will strongly bond with the 
surface and prevent premature failure.

For graphics mounted onto smooth surfaces, select the 
product where the surface finish enhances the message.

Windows are the new frontier for graphics. Sihl has clear 
and opaque graphics to enhance any message.

3529 SyntiSOL™ PP Film w/ EasyTack

3683 TriSolv™ PrimeArt Paper Blueback PSA

3550 ClearSOL Clear WetCling Film

 Window Graphics

 Smooth Surface Graphics

Satin / 8 mil base 4 mil liner

Semi-Gloss / 6 mil base & 3 mil liner

Gloss / 5 mil

Extremly clear polyester film allows graphics to be presented  
without distracting haze. ClearSOL™ uses a revolutionary wet  
apply adhesive; just wet the window, apply graphic, squeegee 
and your gorgeous window graphic is ready. 

Print and Stick! Apply TriSolv Prime Art prints directly onto rigid 
board to create visually stimulating graphics, end cap displays, 
and store signage. Use SyntiSol  Polypropylene film with EasyTack, 
Sihl’s proprietary microsphere adhesive, as an alternative to  
repositionable vinyl.

Adhesive Clear

Adhesive Papers

Ltx

Ltx

LtxUV

UV

UV Sol

Sol

Sol

Sol
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Also listed on page 8



Satin / 7 mil

SyntiSol™ POS Media
Made from tear resistant polypropylene base film, the economical SyntiSol™  
products offer a smooth, flat surface ideal for short term displays that deliver  
vibrant, curl resistant graphics. SyntiSol™ films can be used outdoors without 
lamination for short term projects. For additional durabilty or stiffness, use a  
pressure sensitive over-laminate.

3629 SyntiSol™ PolyPro Outdoor Film

Short Term / Low Traffic Displays

Ltx Sol

Satin / 7 mil

POS / POP Display Film --Aqueous Inkjet Products--

Choosing the right POS Media

High Use / High Traffic Displays

Choosing the right material for point of sale displays can be a complex 
decision balancing durability and cost. A great looking graphic that   
cannot withstand the high traffic of a retail enviroment is no more  
successful than an indestructible graphic that gets used once.

Do you need a roll-up for a college recruiter? Select a blockout polyester 
that will look as good after a month on the road as it did the first day.

Does your customer want a wall graphic that can be removed without 
damaging the wall finish? Sihl has a solution for you.

Prevent the loss of profits from redoing jobs. Sihl helps you navigate your 
choices so you can select the right POS media for the application.

POS Media --Solvent Inkjet Products--

PolySol™ Blockout

Satin / 12 mil
3516 PolySOL™ Pop-up Film

3515 PolySOL™ Roll-up Film

Made from 100% curl resistant blockout polyester base film, these products are 
designed for durablity. High traffic areas where displays need to be wiped clean, 
repeated use roll ups for sales reps or recruiters.

Tear resistant base and scratch resistant coating makes PolySOL the toughest, 
longest lasting solution for roll-ups and pop-ups. Perfect for applications where 
image and durability are important. Unlike other blockout polyester films  
PolySOL has an integrated blockout, remianing curl-free even in the most  
demanding conditions.

Ltx

SolLtx

Sol
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Satin / 7 mil
3392 SyntiSOL™ PolyPro Grayback

SolLtx



--Solvent Inkjet Products--POS Media

DuraSOL™

3508 DuraSOL™ Heavy Display Film

3608 DuraSOL™ Medium Display Film

3408 DuraSOL™ Light Display Film

Satin / 17 mil

Satin / 12 mil

Satin / 9 mil

Traditional Displays

Polyester

Top choice for durable banners and POS 
signage

• Tear Resistant
• Lay flat
• Smooth Finish

PVC

Rigid PVC films as a more versatile solution 
to styrene

• Tear Resistant
• Outdoor / Indoor durable
• Soft Satin Finish

Fabric

Woven and non-woven fabric appearance 
with great hand and drape characteristics

• Tear Resistant
• Lay flat
• Outdoor durable

Polypropylene

Economical choice for short term or low 
traffic displays

• Lay flat
• Smooth
• Matte Finish

PolySol features a sophisticated finish that leads itself to creating unique retail graphics.

The highly scratch resistant coating coupled with the low glare finish and extreme durability make PolySol™ 

an excellent alternative to laminated paper graphics. Order a free sample sheet today to experience the 
difference. www.sihlinc.com

UV
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Sol

Sol

Sol

Rigid PVC films with a silky satin finish to reduce glare and 
maximize color. Tear resistant base with a waterfast coating that 
deliveres images with higher color brilliance and exceptional 
definition. Use the light version for roll ups and the medium and 
heavy versions for pop-ups or other rigid displays.



Satin / 17 mil

Semi-Gloss / 17 mil

3609 Picasso™ Canvas

3134 Presto™ SG Canvas

Matte / 18 mil
3137 Bravo II™ Canvas

Artist and Gallery
Heavy weight poly-cotton blend canvas coated with Sihl’s 
advanced coatings. The coating holds the ink in place to   
consistently deliver outstanding image quality and prevent  
flaking when cut. The stretch friendly construction provides 
excellent resistance to edge cracking when framing.

Artist Canvas

Choosing the right canvas starts with who the  
customer is: a production house looking for  
consistency and performance, a designer looking 
for a print to use in a lobby, or maybe a mom who 
wants a nice picture of her kids. Each of these has 
different requirements for color accuracy, framing, 
price, and even texture.

For the production house, Sihl has the industry  
standard, Picasso™ Canvas for unrivaled   
reproduction and longevity. Pick an everyday  
canvas like Bravo II for the budget conscious mom 
that wants to have a print she can display with 
pride.

Enhance your ability to generate additional profit 
by having a way to upsell from the traditional 
matte canvas: print on a gorgeous satin or   
semi-gloss canvas and eliminate the need to  
laminate.

Artistic Specialties --Solvent Inkjet Products--

Stretching the Options for Canvas

Ltx

Ltx

Ltx

UV

UV

Sol

Sol

Sol
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• With a Laminator:    
Apply adhesive film and use firm pressure when  
marrying the canvas to the board

• With Spray Adhesive:    
Spray the adheisve in a uniform thin coat, making 
sure the entire canvas back is covered. Avoid excess 
adhesive as it can seep through the pores to the front 
side  

Mounting Canvas:
You don't always have to frame canvas prints on stretch 
bars. You can easily mount canvas to a variety of thin or 
thick boards for decor and art installations. The rigid back 
prevents damage from use in high traffic areas.



Tough and stable polyester films form the core of the backlit  
offering. No matter what the temperature or conditions, the  
graphics will remain flat and the colors vibrant. Developed for 
lights on and off applications, the coating provides incredible 
color density and a particulary wide color gamut, to help you 
create mouth watering graphics.

Choosing the right backlit film can be tricky. Color 
density is typically the most important criteria; we 
all chase deep rich blacks and vibrant reds. Having a 
uniform diffusing layer ( the white translucent part 
of the film) will prevent “hot spots” or pinholes on 
the graphic from the light behind.

Is your customer looking for a vibrant backlit that 
needs to slide into a frame? Select an 8 mil film that 
will drop in without curling at the bottom and with 
no need to laminate for rigidity.

Open up new revenue by finding out how easy it is 
to create stunning backlits with Sihl’s proven backlit 
solutions.

Backlit Film --Solvent Inkjet Products--

3549 Optilux™ Backlit Film 3649 Optilux™ Backlit Film
Matte / 8 mil Matte / 6 mil

Backlit Displays

Backlit

Shining Light on Backlit

6

HP Latex - Media with icon indicates products that have been tested by HP and Certified to  
perform with HP Latex inks. HP Certified for Latex Inks wide format media from Sihl includes:

3699 TriSolv™  PhotoArt   3515 PolySol™ Roll-up Film 3746 Vivalux™ Latex Backlit  
3333 TrueColor™ Paper     3686 TriSolv™ PrimeArt Paper 3392 SyntiSol PP Backlit

Sol
Sol

3567 Aurolux Backlit Film
Gloss / 8 mil 

LtxUVSol



Imaging Papers --Solvent Inkjet Products--

Matte / 7 mil 
3357 Pacifica ll Photo Paper 180

Choosing the right paper can be a dizzying   
proposition. There are hundreds of options!  
Luckily Sihl can help make sense of the chaos. Do 
you need to make posters, courtroom graphics 
or maybe some signage for a bank? There is a  
solution that fits your needs.

You can encapsulate many of Sihl’s poster papers 
to create economy roll-up solutions.

Unlock added revenue by incorporating Sihl  
Imaging papers into your portfolio of solutions.

Matte Papers

Matte Production Paper

Choosing the right Imaging Paper

When high inkloads, cockle-free prints, and great images are the 
driving requirements for an alternative to photo paper. Bright 
white photo realistic paper is ideal to make eye catching posters, 
reproductions, or mounted graphics. Super smooth matte  
coating delivers a silky surface with no glare.

Point-of-Sale Graphics
Create eye catching POS graphics with Sihl TriSolv fam-
ily of products and boost your bottom line.

1. Use TriSolv™ 3686     
 A paper with a great value; Big Imaging  
 properties - Small price

2. Use outdoors unlamiated    
 TriSolv's unique construction allows it to  
 be used outdoors for 3 months or greater

3. Collect your profits     
 Reliable Sihl media virtually elimiates   
 printing issues and increases productivy

7

Sol

FSC Certified



Everyday Posters

Blockout Posted Signage

Imaging Papers --Solvent Inkjet Products--

The performance of Sihl’s renowned TriSolv™ papers with a blue 
opacifing layer on the back. Blueback is an effective way to mask 
backgrounds and prevent distracting show-through. Available in 
plain versions and adhesive backed (Permanent adhesive).

TriSolv™ BlueBack

When performance, value, and versatility intersect, TriSolv is the 
solution. The robust coating is an industry favorite. Consistent 
and reliable image reproduction, as well as ease of printing on 
Eco/Solvent printers makes selecting TriSolv™ papers a snap. The  
versatility of TriSolv™ papers make them ideal for a variety of             
applications such as posters, electoral maps, court room    
graphics, presentations, architectural renderings among many 
more.

TriSolv™ Papers

Satin / 6 mil 

Semi-Gloss / 9 mil 

3687 TriSolv™ PostArt Paper Blueback

3683 TriSolv™ PrimeArt Paper Blueback PSA

Satin / 6 mil base 3 mil liner 

Semi-Gloss / 8 mil 

3689 TriSolv™ PostArt Paper

3686 TriSolv™ PrimeArt Paper

Ltx

Ltx

Ltx

UV

UV

UV

UV

Sol

Sol

SolLtx

Sol

FSC Certified

FSC Certified

FSC Certified
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How to Buy Sihl Products

 

For Sihl Digital Imaging product information, please call 1-800-366-7393 or visit our 

website, www.sihlinc.com, where you can find more product information, and an 

authorized Sihl reseller near you.  

Sihl Inkjet Media...
THE MOST CHOICES for EVERY PRINTER and EVERY APPLICATION
SOLVENT / AQUEOUS / UV CURE / LATEX / PAGEWIDE

Distributed by

2016

WHERE GREAT IDEAS 
       COME TO PRINT 


